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Writing is more difficult than speaking. In 
speaking, the participants directly communicate with each 
other while in writing, the writer and the reader do not 
directly communicate with each other. As a result. the 
writer has to use many devices to ensure that the reader 
understands. 
There are many kinds of writing. such as narration. 
description. exposition. argumentation. etc. But based on 
the writer's experience. the argumentative writing is the 
most difficult because in an argument, we have to argue 
about our belief and assumptions. we clarify for ourselves 
what we stand for. articulating ~he ideas to which we have 
a commitment. These can c:~nfuse the studer::t3 j;: v..rriting ·::tn 
argument. Therefo:)r~. the students often ma.ke mistakes in ·3. 
reasoning process. 
Because of this problem. the writer of this study is 
interested jn analyzing the fallacies ( err·::·r·.3 J.n 
reasoning process l in argumentative compositions of the 
sixth semester students of Widya Mandala Catholic 
University. And she finds out that the kind of fallacies 
which are mostly made by the students is Hasty 
Generalization. It shows that most of the students express 
their ideas or opinions in the wrong way. They express 
them without enough evidences and they use the word 
'ahv.sys' and 'must' too often. These two word::: are 
sometimes too strong to express an idea. The students even 
connect the cause and the effect of something wrongly. So 
there are so many conjuntions which are wrongly used. such 
as because. as a result. therefore. etc. 
A-fter looki~,g at the findings. the writer suggests 
that before the argumentative writing is taught. the 
students are expected to read many theories about 
fallacies. and the writing lecturers are expected to help 
v 
the students by g ving them exercises in making statements 
that do not re lect errors in reasoning process. The 
writer also suggests that it is better for the students to 
have the "Logika" subject which is presented in English 
and also to use books in logic which are written in 
English. These may help the sixth semester students 
of Widya Mandala Catholic University in writing an 
argumentative composition better. 
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